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Abstract: This research work inspects the appropriateness of a new block hybrid method with step number k = 2 incorporating an
off-step collocation point for isothermal Trambouze reactor model and Bazykin ecological model with appropriate initial conditions.
The newly derived A-stable block method proved effective for the solution of non stiff and stiff initial value problems of ordinary
differential equations. Solutions using this block method indicate that the newly derived method competes satisfactorily with the inbuilt
Matlab ODE solvers, ODE 15s and ODE 23s which have been acknowledged to solve similar problems effectively.
Keywords: A-stable, block hybrid method, multistep collocation, continuous formulation, absolute stability, isothermal Trambouze
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1 Introduction

The design of chemical processes is targeted at the maximum yield operation. The research in [12] proposed an approach
based on kinetic perception that optimizes the product distribution obtained from competing chemical reactions taking
place in parallel. One of such reactions is the isothermal Trambouze reaction scheme which can be found in [17].
Trambouze reaction scheme consists of three parallel reactions and four chemical species described by

The reactor is loaded initially with pure A. For this reaction scheme, the desired product is C while B and D are
by-products. The main objective was to maximize the selectivity related to species C and to minimize the total volume
requirements. The selectivity is given by
Cc
(1)
1 −CA
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where Cc and CA are mole fractions of components C and A respectively. The reaction kinetics led to the following system
of differential equations:
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where C j (j = A, B, C, D) are molar concentration of components A,B,C and D respectively while k j (j=1,2,3) are reaction
rate constants.
Isothermal Trambouze reaction scheme is noted for having multiple solutions and it was stated in [12] that the solutions
are infinitely many. The model (2) is a nonlinear complex chemical process which has been examined by some researchers.
The research of [19] examined the system (2) only for pure A and product C as
d(CA )
dt


= −k1 − k2CA − k3CA2 




d(Cc )
dt

= k2CA

(3)






The system of equations presented in [4] which was further extensively studied in [6] is the system below:
du
dt


buv

= au − 1+αu
− ∈ u2 



dv
dt

duv
= −cv + 1+αu
− kv2 




(4)

where u and v represent prey density and predator density respectively, the constant parameters a, b, α, ∈, c, d, k describe
the behaviour of isolated populations and their interactions such that au describe the exponential growth of the prey
population in the absence of predators.
The terms − ∈ u2 and −ku2 are the intraspecific competition among prey and predator respectively while the term −cv is
buv
duv
the exponential reduction in the predator population in the absence of prey with − 1+αu
and 1+αu
describing the
interaction between the two populations [18].
It was stated in [10] that two forms of predator-prey models exist with one as prey dependent and the other as ratio
dependent systems where the ratio-dependent was studied by [10] for the cases where predators are involved in serious
hunting. The emphasis here is on prey-dependent model as discussed in [6]. Detailed biological importance of classical
prey-dependent and ratio-dependent models is available in [5]. Some researchers have solved similar models using ODE
solvers such as MATLAB ODE 45, ODE 15s and so on.
In this paper, we discuss a new A-stable block hybrid method with x = xn+ 9 as an off-step collocation point for the
5
numerical solution of the system (2) and system (4). Similar approach used in [1] produced an A-(α) stable method
which does not have the benefit of A-stability obtained in this method. The choice of the x = xn+ 9 as off-step point is
5
such that it is close to the end point of the interval. We then compare the accuracy of our new method with MATLAB
ODE 15s and ODE 23s which have been tested on numerous similar problems.
The subsequent part of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 deals with the derivation of the new block hybrid
method incorporating x = xn+ 9 as off-step collocation point. Section 3 deals with analysis of the new method. While in
5
sections 4 and 5, the simulation and discussion of the models (2) and (4) will be done using the new method in
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comparison with the ODE 15s and ODE 23s. Conclusion comes up in section 6.

2 Derivation
Using the notion of continuous finite difference approximation method of [13], and the multistep collocation approach
put forward by [14] and [15], we define the continuous formulation of the k-step hybrid method as
t−1

y(x) − ∑ α j (x)yn+ j = hβv (x) fn+v + hβk (x) fn+k ,

xn ≤ x ≤ xn+k

(5)

j=0

where α j (x), βv (x) and βk (x) are continuous coefficients of the method, t is the number of distinct interpolation points
xn+ j , j = 0, ...,t − 1 , xn+v is an off-step collocation point, v ∈
/ {0, 1,..., k},, fn+v = f (xn+v , yn+v ) is an off-step function
evaluation and h is the step size.
For parameters k = 2, t = 2, m = 2 , and v = 95 , where m is the number of collocation points, (5) becomes
y(x) = αo (x)yn + α1 (x)yn+1 + hβ 9 (x) fn+ 9 + hβ2 (x) fn+2
5

(6)

5

Based on the multistep collocation derived and expounded in [16] and [17], we obtain matrix D as


1 xn

xn2



xn3







2
3
 1 xn+1 xn+1

x
n+1 





D=

2
 0 1 2xn+ 9 3xn+ 9 
5

5 






2
 0 1 2xn+2 3xn+2


(7)

and using matrix inversion technique as derived in the work done by [15], the continuous coefficients
αo (x), α1 (x), β 9 (x)andβ2 (x) of the continuous scheme (6) are obtained with the assistance of Maple software, which
5

when substituted into (6) gives
10
108
19h
2
2
y(x) = { h13 (h2 − 47h
61 (x − xn ) + 61 (x − xn ) )(h − (x − xn ))}yn + { 61h3 (h − 36 (x − xn )
5
25
+ 54
(x − xn )2 (x − xn )}yn+1 + {− 61h
2 ((h − (x − xn ))(8h − 3(x − xn )(x − xn )))} f n+ 9
5

(8)

1
+ 61h
2 ((h − (x − xn ))(153h − 65(x − xn )(x − xn )))} f n+2

Evaluating (8) at x = xn+1 , xn+ 9 and xn+2 , we obtain the three discrete schemes below which shall be used as block
5
integrator:

61
11
h fn+1 − 125
yn+1 = yn + 24

24 h f n+ 95 + 3 h f n+2






176
1701
468
1296
yn+ 9 = − 1525 yn + 1525 yn+1 + 305 h fn+ 9 − 1525 h fn+2
(9)
5
5







y
= − 7 y + 68 y
+ 100 h f
− 46 h f
n+2

61 n

61 n+1

61

n+ 95

61

n+2
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3 Analysis of the new block method
We take into account the convergence and plot of region of absolute stability of the newly assembled block hybrid method
in this section.

3.1 Zero Stability Analysis
Using the approach found in[7] , the discrete schemes (9) can be in block form as
M (1)Yn+i = M (0)Yn−i + hB(1) fn+i ,

i∈R

where


1

00





00

1





− 61
24

(10)
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(11)

The first characteristic polynomial of the block method (10) is given by
ρ(η) = det(ηM (1) − M (0) )
= |ηM (1) − M (0) |
=0

(12)

Thus, this leads to


1


ρ(η) = η  − 1701
1525
− 68
61
= η 3 (η − 1)

 

00
00 1
 
176 
1 0  −  0 0 − 1525

7
01
0 0 − 61

⇒ η1 = 1, η2 = 0, η3 = 0

(13)

Since |ηi | ≤ 1,i = 1, 2&3, then by [8], the block method (9) is zero stable.

3.2 Order and Error Constant
The block hybrid method (9) is of order p = 3. Since the block method is zero stable and has order p > 1, then by [11],
the block method (9) is convergent.

3.3 Stability Region
The stability of the newly constructed block method is plotted using the method found in [1], [7], [2] and [3] whence the
stability function L(z) : C → C which is a rational function with real coefficients for the new block hybrid method (9)
using Maple software is given by
−z2 − 12z − 30
(14)
L(z) =
18z3 − 37z2 + 48z − 30
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The stability domain R also called stability region of (14) is defined according to [9] as
R = {z ∈ C : |L(z)| ≤ 1}

(15)

In Figure 1, the small circles represent the zeros and plus signs represent the poles of (14). The region R in the complex
plane which satisfies (15) for the stability function (14), represents the stability region of the new method.
From figure 1, there are no poles of the stability function L(z) in the left half of the complex plane, thus (9) is A-stable
according to [9].

Fig. 1: Plot of stability function L(z) of (14).

4 Simulation
Example 1. The solution of the model (2) obtained using (9) in block form and the results obtained by the Matlab ODE
15s using the following parameters in example 1 are shown in fig. 2:
k1 = 0.025, k2 = 0.2, k3 = 0.4, Ca (0) = 1, Cb (0) = 0, Cc (0) = 0, Cd (0) = 0, 0 ≤ t ≤ 100, h = 0.01

Fig. 2: Solution curves of (2) using the block method (9) and ODE 15s (dotted blue lines).
© 2020 BISKA Bilisim Technology
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Example 2. The solution of the model (2) obtained using (9) in block form and the results obtained by the Matlab ODE
15s using the following parameters are shown in fig. 3:
k1 = 0.025, k2 = 0.2, k3 = 0.4, Ca (0) = 120, Cb (0) = 0, Cc (0) = 0, Cd (0) = 0, 0 ≤ t ≤ 100, h = 0.01

Fig. 3: Solution curves of (2) using the block method (9) and ODE 15s (dotted blue lines).

Example 3. The solution of the model (4) obtained using (9) in block form and the results obtained by the Matlab ODE
23s using the following parameters are shown in fig. 4:
a = 1, b = 5, α = 3.10, ∈ =1, c = 0.2, d = 5, u(0) = 0.2, v(0) = 0.1, k = 0.8, 0 ≤ t ≤ 300, h = 0.01

Fig. 4: Solution curves of (4) using the block method (9) and ODE 23s (dotted blue lines).

Example 4. The solution of the model (4) obtained using (9) in block form and the results obtained by the Matlab ODE
23s using the parameters in example 4 are shown in fig. 5:
a = 1, b = 5, α = 3.10, ∈ =1, c = 0.2, d = 5, u(0) = 0.2, v(0) = 0.1, k = 0.3, 0 ≤ t ≤ 300, h = 0.01
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Fig. 5: Solution curves of (4) using the block method (9) and ODE 23s (dotted blue lines).

5 Discussion
Comparison of the new block method (9) and ODE 15s (dotted blue lines) shows that they compare well, although the
Matlab ODE 15s has the advantage of well enhanced variable step size. Figure 2 shows initial concentration Ca (0) = 1.0
mol/dm3 of pure A while Figure 3 shows initial concentration Ca (0) = 120.0 mol/dm3 of pure A. The initial concentration
has remarkable effects on the reaction profile as depicted in Figures 2 and 3.
The solutions of Bazykin ecological model (4) as shown in Figures 4 and 5 show that the newly derived block hybrid
method (9) also compares well with ODE23s .

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we carried out a research on the application of the newly derived block hybrid method (9) incorporating
x = xn+ 9 as off-step collocation point to solve the Trambouze reactor model and Bazykin ecological model.
5
The Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 display that the solutions of the new block method (9) compete favourably with the inbuilt ODE
15s and ODE23s. Results show the significant performance of the method and its suitability and efficiency in handling
Trambouze reaction schemes and Bazykin ecological model.
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